Quality of service (Qos) based routing and scalability are two key features of multicast routing for the next generation Intemetworh. This paper proposes a new protocol called QoS-aware hierarchical multicast routing protocol (QHMW) that achieves scalability by organizing the network as a hierarchy of domains using the $11-mesh aggregation technique. The protocol uses a novel reverse flooding approach with hierarchical, topological and QoS forwarding conditions to construct the multicast tree while minimizing message overhead and satishing QoS requirements. The distributed algorithm used in the protocol constructs loop-j-ee tree. Simulations are pellformed to evaluate the pefonnance of QHMW under diflerent situations and compare it with aflat routing algorithm.
Introduction
Multicasting a message is far more efficient than sending a copy of the message fiom the source to each destination. Many real-time Intemet applications such as IP Telephony, radio and television over IP, video conferencing cannot operate with the best effort service provided by current IP networks. To serve such applications, LP networks should provide quality of service (QoS) guarantees. The importance of QoS-based multicast routing has prompted several research initiatives in this area. Most of these initiatives focus on "flat" routing schemes, which model the entire network as a single domain. The flat protocols are not well suited for large networks. The scalability issue can be addressed by organizing the network in a hierarchy of domains [I, 61. This paper presents a QoS-aware Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol (QHMRP) that can efficiently handle large networks.
The QHMRP uses the "fUll-mesh" approach to organize the network into multiple levels where a domain is represented by its border routers. The concept of domain controller is used for coordinating the construction of shared multicast trees. The protocol uses a novel reverse flooding approach to connect new hosts with the tree while satisfymg endto-end QoS constraints.
The next section reviews the related work. Section 3 presents the network model used in the study. Section 4 provides a detailed description and analysis of the proposed protocol. Simulation results are examined in Section 5.
The paper is organized as follows.
Related Work
The QoS-aware multicast routing protocol (QMRP) [3] constructs a shared tree by unicasting a Request message from the host router towards the core. If a router in the unicast path does not satisfy the QoS requirement, the Request message back tracks one router and is sent along all other links as unicast messages towards the core. When an on-tree router or the core receives a Request message it sends and Ack message back to the host router. M e r receiving the Ack messages, the host router selects a path to connect to the tree. QI-IMR€' is different fiom QMRP is several ways. Our approach uses a hierarchical network model and uses flooding.
Because it is based on flooding it is more robust and is more likely to find a path if it exists. Several schemes to reduce the message overhead are also examined.
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The QoS sensitive multicast Internet protocol (QoSMIC) [SI uses a concept of "manager" to construct shared multicast trees. It uses two approaches to join a multicast tree: local search and multicast tree search. In local search, flooding is used to join an on-tree router. In multicast tree search, the host router sends an M-Join message to the manager, which knows addresses of all on-tree routers. The manager selects certah on-tree routers and asks them to unicast Bid messages towards the host router. After receiving the Bid messages, the host router selects the best path to connect to the multicast-tree.
Because QHMRP is based on a hierarchical network model, it is more scalable.
System Model
The network is modeled as a set of nodes that are connected by a set of unsymmetric links. The network is organized hierarchically into L levels of domains. A domain in level i is called an i-domain. The routers form O-domains. A group of routers (0-domains) form a l-domain. In general, a group of idomains form an (i+l)-domain. Inside an i-domain there can be several (i-1)-domains and there can be peer-type connections among the domains.
Specifically, for a 3-level hierarchy, the 1-domain consists of a network of routers. A router that defines the "edge" of a domain and connects to an external domain is called a border router. For each idomain, i > 0, one border router is selected as the controller and is responsible for maintaining information regarding the multicast trees inside the domain. This selection can be done by an election process or can be pre-configured. The controllers of the parent domains are called parent controllers. The address of the parent controller is either specified or can be obtained from the session directory [7] .
In this model, an n-tuple addressing scheme is used to uniquely identify a router in the network. The address of a router is expressed as (iL-,.iL2. ... Figure 1 illustrates the router numbering scheme.
Modified routing tables are used to reduce the message overhead of the proposed protocol. These tables specify the minimum distance between a router and all other routers in the domain via different neighboring routers. Topology aggregation using full mesh approach [9] is used to achieve scalability by reducing the sue of the routing tables. In this approach, each router uses a multi-level routing 
QHMRP: QoS-Aware Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol
The controllers of different domains store information on multicast trees and facilitate the operation of QHMRP. Unlike the core in CBT and RP in PIM-SM, controllers do not directly participate in the multicast tree. A controller of a l-domain has a list of all on-tree routers in its domain for each multicast tree. The higher level controllers have the controller address of the sub-domains having one or more on-tree routers. Therefore, if a multicast tree exists, then there is at least one controller in every level that is aware of it.
Description of the Protocol
When a host router wants to join a multicast tree, it sends a JoinRequest message to its parent controller. If the controller is aware of the multicast tree, then it forwards the JoinRequest message to all the on-tree routers or controllers that has on-tree routers. Otherwise, the controller forwards the JoinRequest message to its parent controller. If a multicast tree exists, then it is guaranteed that the JoinRequest message will arrive at a controller that is aware of the multicast tree. The on-tree routers receiving the JoinRequest message send Flooding messages towards the host router. The process of flooding from on-tree routers towards the host router is called reverse flooding. The pseudo-code for processing the JoinRequest message is presented in Figure 2 . message along a path that is opposite of the path traversed by the Flooding message. The variables in
The path followed by the Flooding message that arrives first at the host router is a feasible path for connecting to the tree. After receiving the first Flooding message, the host router sends a Join message along the feasible path to establish the connection. The data stored at each router while forwarding Flooding messages are used to find this feasible path. To reduce message overhead during reverse flooding, the Flooding messages are forwarded only in those directions that satisfy the forwarding conditions that are explained in the next subsection. While forwarding the Flooding messages, each router maintains a data structure defined by F(multicast, host).ForwardStatus, F(multicast, host).QoSPath, and F(multicast, host).PreRouter. The information in this data structure is used for controlling the flooding and for establishing connection during the join process. Here, F(multicast, host).PreRouter is the address of the neighboring router which sent the most recent flooding message that has been forwarded by the current router, F(multicast, host).ForwardStatus is a boolean variable that shows whether the flooding message has been forwarded by the current router or not, and F(multicast, host).QoSPath is the QoSPath of the most recent message that has been forwarded by the router and is initialized to zero. The variable F(multicast, host).FonvardStatus has a default value FALSE and is set to TRUE when a flooding message from the multicast tree is forwarded towards the host router.
Because of the QoS forwarding condition, all the Flooding messages that arrive at the host router satisfy the QoS requirement. After receiving the fvst Flooding message, the host router sends a Join the data s&cture F(mult&st, host) at each router are used to find the path for the Join message. All the routers in the path of the Join message become part of the branch that connects the host router with the tree. When a router receives a Join message, it reserves the resources for the multicast tree, updates tree information at the current router, sends an update message to its parent controller for updating the multicast tree information, and forwards the message to F(multicast, host).PreRouter. The pseudo-code for the Join message is presented in Figure 3 . Even though a router has sufficient resource to meet the QoS requirement when it forwards the Flooding message, it may not have the required resource to reserve while processing the Join message.
Reverse Flooding
High message overhead in one of the major limit&ion of a flooding based protocol. In thls paper, three forwarding conditions: hierarchical, topological and QoS forwarding are used to reduce the message overhead. The forwarding conditions use a distributed algorithm that is implemented at each router and only uses state information local to the router The topological forwarding condition uses modified routing tables to forward Flooding messages to only those routers that are on a path towards the host router. The QoS forwarding condition is based on the forwarding condition proposed in [2] for unicast routing. For additive QoS metrics, the Flooding messages carry the cumulative state metric as they traverse the network.
A Flooding message is forwarded along all links that satisfy the forwarding condition except the incoming link. This does not guarantee loop-free flooding. By allowing only one Flooding message for a particular join request, loops can be prevented. For non-additive QoS metrics, this is enforced by allowing only one message to pass through a router per join request. For an additive QoS metric such as delay, this technique may not fmd an existing feasible path [2] . The problem occurs when a Flooding message with higher path delay arrives at a router before messages with smaller path delay. In this case, the router forwards the message with the higher path delay. This message may fail to satisfy the QoS requirement before arriving at the host router and, hence, the protocol may not find the feasible path. In the context of unicast routing, the problem was solved in [2] by delaying the Flooding message at each router by At, where At = p x (node delay) with j3 = 1. This guarantees that the message with lowest path delay arrives before the messages with higher path delay. However, introducing additional delay at each router increases the connection time for joining a multicast tree.
To reduce the connection time while increasing the chances of finding a feasible path, two additional flooding techniques are proposed. Let QoSPath denote the QoS metric of the path followed by the Flooding message up to the current router. Let AD be the difference between QoSPath of the current message and that of a previously forwarded message. Figure 4. 
Protocol Analysis
Message overhead is a very important performance metric flooding-based routing algorithms. For bandwidth requirement and delay requirement with flooding technique-1 and technique-2, the protocol sends at most one For non-additive QoS requirements such as bandwidth, only one Flooding message is allowed to pass through a router for a particular join request thus preventing any loops. For additive QoS requirements, in technique-1 and technique-2, only one Flooding message for a join request is allowed to pass through a router. When technique-3 and technique4 are used with additive QoS requirement, second and subsequent Flooding messages are discarded if their path delay is larger than that of the previously forwarded message. The path delay of a message after it has gone through a loop w i l l be higher than that of the message when it was forwarded for the first time. Therefore, the forwarding condition will prevent a message fiom passing through the same router more than once. 
Simulation Results
This section evaluates the performance of QHMRP through simulation under different conditions. The studies are performed in two stages.
In the first stage, a network with 56 nodes and 77 links is used in the simulation study [8]. The network is organized hierarchically into domains. A controller is specified for each domain. The bandwidth capabilities of all links in 1-domain are 155 Mbps and all other links are 622 Mbps. The background traffic load on each link is randomly generated fiom the range [0, 1551 Mbps for 1-domains and [0, 6221 for higher domains. The node-delay, i.e., delay for multicast data processing and transmission at each node is randomly generated fiom [0, 2001 ms. In this stage, the QHMRP is compared with a flat routing protocol. The flat routing is emulated by placing all the routers in the same domain while maintaining the same topology. Further, the performances of the various flooding strategies are compared under different network conditions. Three performance metrics, success ratio, average message overhead and average connection time are used in the examination. The success ratio is defined as the ratio between the number of new hosts accepted and the total number of join requests. Average message overhead and average connection time are defined as the average number of flooding messages generated and the connection time per join request, respectively.
A subset of the results is shown in the graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Each data point in a graph is obtained by averaging over 150 simulation runs. In each run, a random multicast tree with a specified number of nodes (5, 10, 15 or 28) was generated. A host router was randomly selected fiom the off-tree nodes. The bandwidth and delay QoS requirements are randomly selected from the range [ 1, 151 Mbps and [400, 600] ms, respectively.
From Figure 5 it can be observed that the average message overhead during reverse flooding when delay is the QoS requirement is quite smaller than the estimated worst case message overhead of 77 messages. The advantage of the hierarchical routing in terms of the lower message overhead is due to smaller flooding domains in the hierarchical approach. Similar reduction in message overhead is observed for connections that specify bandwidth requirements. In the second stage, the network topologies are randomly generated using an Internet topology generator called the Tiers [4] . In this stage, the QHMRP was compared with another QoS-based routing algorithm called the QoSMIC [5]. In the QoSMIC algorithm, the multicast tree search procedure uses the centralized candidate selection process. The manager is assumed to have sufficient global knowledge so that the manager can directly select the candidate nodes. This assumption is known to give QoSMIC the best performance. Further, the time-to-live was set to two. For QHMRP, all three forwarding conditions were implemented, i.e., a probe is forwarded only when all three conditions are satisfied. The flooding technique is set to technique-3. This technique prevents probes fkom going in loops. Figure 7 lower than the connection time for QoSMIC. This may be due to the aggregation of the state information. The JoinRequest message can reach a candidate on-tree faster in the QHMRP. The success ratio on the other hand is slightly better for the QoSMIC when the bandwidth requirement in lombps. The success ratio increases as the network size increases for both algorithms. This is due to the increased level of connectivity that is present in the larger network. As the connectivity increases, multiple candidate paths will be available to connect any two given points in the network the experiments with bandwidth requirements. Only exception is the success ratio which decreases with increasing network size. This is due to the fact that the number of paths with a given delay bound decreases as the network size increases. In summary, this paper introduces a new hierarchical QoS-based multicasting algorithm.
Simulation studies are performed to analyze the performance of the algorithm under different conditions and to compare it with an existing QoSbased multicasting algorithm. The results indicate that the new algorithm can deliver the similar connection efficiency as the existing algorithm with a significantly lower overhead.
